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Krishn recommended the vow to Yoodishteer and the other
sons of Pandoo, pronouncing that he himself was Ununt, how
a Brahmin's wife, m the golden age, procured wealth for her
husband by observing the vow, which melted away on the
ignorant removal by her lord of the mystic bracelet from her
arm , how the repentant priest on discovering the cause of his
misfortunes sought the protection of Ununt, and received from
that deity, in addition to the gift of wealth, the promise of
religion in the present life, and the heaven of Vishnoo in the
life to come, and how many other strange and wonderful
effects were produced by the worship of ' the Illimitable,* * for
the repetition of which we possess, however, too little space
in the present volumes
The Nowrattra, 01 Festival of Nine Nights, occupying the
period from the first to the ninth of the moonlight half of
Asho, is consecrated to the Family Goddess, or to Doorga, the
consort of Shiva On the first day of the feast the Hindoos
having carefully whitened a sufficient surface of wall within
then: houses, paint upon it, with vermilion, the trident, which
is the emblem of the goddess In front of it they build a model
of her dwelling, which, placed as it usually is on the mountain-
top, amidst forests, or in other spots equally difficult of access?
is represented by a heap of earth sown with wheat and barley,
and surmounted by a metal water-vessel, containing a cocoa-
nut The goddess is now, by the first of the sixteen acts of
worship, ' invited' to occupy her temple An earthen vessel,
pierced with numerous holes, and containing a light, is placed
near the trident, or perhaps in country places a tree, to which
lamps are hung, is erected in some open spot in the village,
round which the people walk or dance, clapping their hands and
singing songs 3 A lamp, fed with clarified butter, and placed
upon a stand, is kept burning night and day before the goddess
1 Shesh. means the remnant of anything, as the unused paper of a
manuscript book, and hence is applied also to the void remaining around
and 'supporting' the world     This ib also 'Nag,' (motionless) and
' Ununt' (ilhmitable)    Shesh Nag is further termed ' Bhoodhur' (sup
porter of the earth)
* Hence her name Doorgd, -which means c difficult of access'
3 The lamp and the tree are called ' Guibo,' ' Gurbee,' and hence
the song is also called ' Qurbo'

